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I am presently doing research for my upcoming book Names -Biblical Hebrew Roots. It is my belief that all
names have Biblical Hebrew Roots. Civilization began in
the Middle East in Semitic language areas. In 1907
Archeologists discovered in Iraq 10,000 tablets comprising
the Hammurabi Code written in a Semitic language that is
very close to Hebrew. They dated the tablets back 4000
years.
As populations exploded people moved West and North
and settled Europe England. They moved East and North
and settled Russia Asia India Japan . They crossed the
narrow waterway from Siberia and came to Alaska Canada
North Central and South America.
Although they departed the Middle East they still retained
their original identity by naming their children with names
that have Hebrew roots.
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I have already decoded many Anglo Saxon names.

Besides the Bible the world owes a debt to the Jews
for their Anglo Saxon names that are really Biblical
Hebrew.
Unfortunately, Europeans who adopted the Jewish
Bible and call it the Old Testament have a history of
ingratitude. The Bible is the word of God. It provides
the foundation for all social legislation . The Seven
Nohadite Laws and the Ten Commandments are the
foundation for all legal social systems in the world. It is
the Jew who preserved this legacy.
Instead of thanking the Jew the Jew for the last 2000
years has been vilified, persecuted and killed. For the last
2000 years those who benefitted the most were at the
forefront of stealing the Jew's identity. The followers of
Christianity assumed the name of Israel. All the verses in
the Bible referring to Jews as Israel were misinterpreted
as referring to those individual who professed that Jesus
is the son of God and God part of a Trinity. Anyone,
not believing this theology was the anti Christ Satan,
worthy to be despised and killed.
However, the devotees of Christ used their crusade
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against Muslims ,as well as,fellow Christians. Thus
millions if not billions of fellow Christians were
slaughtered in the past 2000 years since the rise of
Christianity.
Christianity has been perverted as an opium for the
masses. It has been used to brainwash billions and accept
tyranny enslavement and corruption with the promise of
heaven and paradise in an after life.

The same is true today with those Muslims who are
terrorists . Their goal is world domination. All means all
murder rape terror are permitted against innocent
civilians in Historic Israel- Jerusalem Judea Samaria
and the new areas of Jerusalem and Israel built in the
last 100 years. Those who perpetrate the murders are
glorified as martyrs who will get 70 virgins in the after
life. Abbas and Fatah ,as well as, Hamas are the same as
ISIS who behead captives that the USA and its allies, as
well as ,Iraq are fighting. Make no mistake. There does
not exist any difference. Today the Arab terrorists kill
the Jew and want to destroy Israel. Tomorrow Abbas
Fatah Hamas will kill Americans Europeans and will
want to conquer the world. They all are part of the same
head of the snake. The head of the snake must be
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crushed. The more one compromises and wants to
appease the head of the snake the stronger and more
poisonous the snake becomes.
Instead of welcoming the Jew to his historic homeland
the Arabs with the complete cooperation of the
Europeans have created the myth of the poor
Palestinians needing a homeland. There does not exist
one Palestinians who possesses a history in Palestine. All
of them came from the neighboring Arab countriesSyria Arabia Lebanon Egypt.

This myth is the bastard child of European 2000 year
jealousy hatred rape and murder of the Jew. Arabs have
become the proxy of Europeans of murdering Jews.
Since the demise of the Nazis the Europeans employ
Arabs to complete the work of Hitler.
The murder of Jews is incited by Abbas and his
Palestinian group Fatah , as well as, Hamas in Gaza
and their followers in Judea and Samaria. They preach
the big lie that Jews want to destroy AI Aksa the Muslim
shrine on the Temple Mount. They incite to a holy war,
in order to gain the sympathy of the one billion Muslims
in the world to join the crusade of killing the Jew and
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destroying Israel.

SOLUTION
IN OUR DAY AND AGE GOD HELPS THOSE WHO
HELP THEMSELVES. YES, MIRACLES EXIST. BUT
ONE CAN NOT DEPEND ON MIRACLES." AIN
SOMCHIN L HANESS". ONE MUST NOT DEPEND
ON MIRACLES"IN THE TORAH BIBLE LEVITICUS
1~ ~ )i' USHMARTEM ES HUKOSAI VES MISHPOTAI
ASHER YASE HODOM VECHAI BOHEM" "AND
YOtl- SHALL OBSERVE ALL MY STATUTES ONES
THAlf A HUMAN MAY NOT COMPREHEND THE
RITUALS KOSHER LAWS FAMILY PURITY LAWS
SABBATH AND HOLIDAY LAWS THAT ONLY
JEWS ARE OBLIGATED. AS WELL AS. CIVIL AND
CRIMINAL LAWS THAT ALL CIVILIZED
SOCIETIES MUST OBSERVE. IN ORDER THAT
YOU SHALL LIVE. THUS THE GOAL ANlJ
REASON FOR ALL LAWS IS IN ORDER Fj}.!! MAN
TO LIVE.
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THE INTERPRETATION OF THIS VERSE IS THAT
MAN MUST USE PHYSICAL MEANS WEAPONS -\
GUNS AMMUNITION TANKS PLANES MISSILES _
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atom hydrogen neutron bomb IN ORDER TO DEFEND
HIMSELFIHERSELF.
The reason all these casualties occurred is because the
victims did not have guns and did not use them against
Arab terrorists.
If anyone comes to kill you arise and kill him first.
It is forbidden to pray at a synagogue where there does
not exists armed guards. Tragic but unless this is done
the victim is responsible for his/her death.
Today we see the murder of Jews in Jerusalem by
Arabs. Arabs invade a synagogue during prayer and
kill Jews. Jews are killed by intentionally crushing them
with automobiles and then to make sure they are dead
stabbing them.
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